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Chapter 1 : Krazy and Ignatz, A Wild Warmth of Chromatic Gravy by George Herriman
For those unfamiliar with Krazy Kat, the three main characters in the strip are Krazy Kat, Ignatz Mouse and Officer Pupp.
Krazy loves Ignatz, who in turn, dislikes Krazy. In fact, Ignatz is constantly beaning Krazy in the head with a brick, an act
that Krazy interprets as one of affection.

Overview[ edit ] Notice the ever-changing backgrounds in this January 21, page as Krazy tries to understand
why Door Mouse is carrying a door. Krazy Kat takes place in a heavily stylized version of Coconino County,
Arizona , with Herriman filling the page with caricatured flora and fauna, and rock formation landscapes
typical of the Painted Desert. While the local geography is fluid, certain sites were stableâ€”and featured so
often in the strip as to become iconic. A Southwestern visual style is evident throughout, with clay-shingled
rooftops, trees planted in pots with designs imitating Navajo art, along with references to Mexican-American
culture. The strip also occasionally features incongruous trappings borrowed from the stage, with curtains,
backdrops, theatrical placards, and sometimes even floor lights framing the panel borders. The descriptive
passages mix whimsical, often alliterative language with phonetically-spelled dialogue and a strong poetic
sensibility " Agathla , centuries aslumber, shivers in its sleep with splenetic splendor, and spreads abroad a
seismic spasm with the supreme suavity of a vagabond volcano. Though the basic concept of the strip is
simple, Herriman always found ways to tweak the formula. Even self-referential humor is evidentâ€”in one
strip, Officer Pupp, having arrested Ignatz, berates Herriman for not having finished drawing the jailhouse.
But publishing magnate William Randolph Hearst loved Krazy Kat, and it continued to appear in his papers
throughout its run, sometimes only by his direct order. They have no sex. Behind the newspaper, Krazy is
reading and describing aloud the very same cartoon in which they are all appearing. To shield his plans from
Officer Pupp, Ignatz hides his bricks, disguises himself, or enlists the aid of willing Coconino County
denizens without making his intentions clear. Ignatz is married with three children, though they are rarely
seen. When he throws it at her, he is arrested, but she announces her love for him, and from that day on, he
throws bricks at her to show his love for her which would explain why Krazy believes that Ignatz throwing
bricks is a sign of love. Officer Pupp and Ignatz often try to get the better of each other even when Krazy is
not directly involved, as they both enjoy seeing the other played for a fool. He appears slightly less frequently
than Krazy and Ignatz. He is also the main character of his own short film series. Secondary characters[ edit ]
Beyond these three, Coconino County is populated with an assortment of incidental, recurring characters. She
is a social climber, attempting in one strip continuity to replace Pupp as police chief. Other characters who
make semi-frequent appearances are: Krazy Katbird and Krazy Katfish. Ignatz also has relations; his family of
look-alike mice includes his wife, Magnolia and a trio of equally unruly sons named Milton, Marshall and
Irving. Temptation follows him at every turn, and ultimately he finds a loophole to indulge his passion.
January 6, This "basement strip" grew into something much larger than the original cartoon. It became a daily
comic strip with a title running vertically down the side of the page on October 28, and a black and white
full-page Sunday cartoon on April 23, Despite its low popularity among the general public, Krazy Kat gained
a wide following among intellectuals. Mencken , and Jack Kerouac. Though the number of newspapers
carrying it dwindled in its last decade, Herriman continued to draw Krazy Katâ€”creating roughly 3,
cartoonsâ€”until his death in April the final page was published exactly two months later, on June Hearst
promptly canceled the strip after the artist died, because, contrary to the common practice of the time, he did
not want to see a new cartoonist take over. A Cartoon By George Herriman. Animated by Frank Moser. The
earliest Krazy Kat shorts were produced by Hearst in In , after a two-year hiatus, the John R. Bray studio
began producing a second series of Krazy Kat shorts. With added sound effects and music, these cartoons
were in periodic reissue during the s and s, and ended up being syndicated to television in the s. In , animation
pioneer Bill Nolan decided to bring Krazy to the screen again. Nolan intended to produce the series under
Associated Animators, but when it dissolved, he sought distribution from Margaret J. Unlike earlier
adaptations, Nolan did not base his shorts on the characters and setting of the Herriman comic strip. This is
probably due to the fact that Nolan himself was a former employee of the Pat Sullivan studio. By late , they
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were solely in charge. Mintz , slowly began assuming control of the operation. In , he moved the staff to
California and ultimately changed the design of Krazy Kat. The new character bore even less resemblance to
the one in the newspapers. However, Klein was "terribly disappointed" with the resulting cartoon, and the
Mickey-derivative Krazy returned. The cartoons were initially televised interspersed with Beetle Bailey some
of which were also produced by Artransa and Snuffy Smith cartoons to form a half-hour TV show. The King
Features shorts were made for television and have a closer connection to the comic strip; the backgrounds are
drawn in a similar style, and Ignatz is present. The recurring character Officer Bull Pupp also has his own
cartoon series. Jay Livingston and Ray Evans did the music for most of the episodes. A "Kounterfeit Krazy"[
edit ] In , Dell Publishing revived the characters for a run of comic books. All five issues were drawn by
cartoonist John Stanley , best known for his Little Lulu comic books. Krazy is male in this version of the strip
while Ignatz is female. Chronology of formats[ edit ] The strip went through several format changes during its
run, each of which impacted the artwork and the narratives that the form of the strip could accommodate.
What follows are the landmarks, which can also help to date the era of a given strip. Strip is not sectioned off,
but a detail at the bottom of the panels. First brief run of Krazy and I. Mouse standalone strips probably as a
replacement to The Family Upstairs. Also, the characters briefly take over the strip for a couple of periods in
at least once, while the Dingbats are "on holiday" in July Krazy Kat debuts as a five-panel daily vertical strip
which runs down the side of a full comics page. This remains its daily format until sometime in First black
and white full page Sunday strip. Herriman is constrained to a more conventional daily horizontal format
containing three equal split sections, with the center section further split in two. This allows the strip to be run
full page, half page or a third of a page, according to editorial whim. In the New York Journal, 10 weeks of
Saturday full-page color strips, in addition to the ongoing Sunday full page black-and-white strips. In other
words, two original full-page strips every week. This is then canceled due to its lack of noticeable commercial
success, compared to the new Saturday color sections in out-of-town Hearst papers which contained no Krazy
Kat. Full page Sunday strips cease entirely, for roughly a year. Final Sunday strip published. The Comic Art of
George Herriman, cites it as his "foremost influence. Schulz [43] and Will Eisner [44] both said that they were
drawn towards cartooning partly because of the impact Krazy Kat made on them in their formative years.
Chris Ware admires the strip, and his frequent publisher, Fantagraphics , is currently reissuing its entire run in
volumes designed by Ware which also include reproduction of Herriman miscellanea, some of it donated by
Ware. Also, in the Garfield TV special Garfield: His 9 Lives , Garfield plays a stunt double for Krazy Kat.
However, owing to the difficulty of tracking down high-quality copies of the original newspapers, no plans for
a comprehensive collection of Krazy Kat strips surfaced until the s. The intent was to eventually reprint every
Sunday Krazy Kat, but this planned series was aborted when Eclipse ceased business in Beginning in ,
Fantagraphics resumed reprinting Sunday Krazy Kats where Eclipse left off; in , their tenth release completed
the run with Kitchen Sink Press , in association with Remco Worldservice Books, reprinted two volumes of
color Sunday strips dating from to ; but like Eclipse, they collapsed before they could continue the series. The
daily strips for to were reprinted by Pacific Comics Club. The and books skipped a small number of strips,
which have now been reprinted by Comics Revue. Comics Revue has also published all of the daily strips
from September 8, through December 31, Fantagraphics come out with a one-shot reprint of daily strips from
s and s in , and plans a more complete reprinting of the daily strip in the future. Although it contains over
strips, including many color Sundays, it is light on material from to A small selection of dailies appears in a
literary anthology published by The Green Bag. A Classic from the Golden Age of Comics , An entirely
different compilation of dailies and Sundays, with examples from the entire run of the stripâ€”including 23
The Dingbat Family bottom strips. Inside cover claims inaccurately that they are from The 5-issue magazine
also features other Herriman strips.
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Chapter 2 : Classics :: Newspaper Strips :: Krazy & Ignatz A Wild Warmth of Chromatic Gravy
And now starting with the sixth volume in Fantagraphics acclaimed Krazy Kat reprint series finally it s time for color! After
a brief hiatus in the mids the heretofore black-and-white Sunday Krazy Kat returned in full spectacular color in June And
so this volume includes all the Sunday.

Product Description by George Herman; designed by Chris Ware; edited by Bill Blackbeard The heretofore
black-and-white Sunday Krazy Kat returned in full spectacular color in June , collected here from then through
, with a flood of rare color extras and a revelatory essay by Jeet Heer. Customer Book Reviews Krazy Kat: By
Mrliteral on Apr 28, Many comic strips rely a lot on variations on a theme. The classic example would be
Peanuts. There were dozens of Peanuts strips that involved Charlie Brown trying and failing to kick a ball that
Lucy was holding. Even though the idea was the same in each, the execution differed from strip to strip. Years
earlier, the same could have been said about Krazy Kat; how many different ways can a mouse attempt to hit a
cat with a brick? As it turns out, many ways, each interesting in its own way. Krazy loves Ignatz, who in turn,
dislikes Krazy. In fact, Ignatz is constantly beaning Krazy in the head with a brick, an act that Krazy interprets
as one of affection. Meanwhile, Officer Pupp loves Krazy and hates Ignatz, constantly arresting the mouse for
assault. Personally, I think of Krazy as male, but mainly so I am consistent in what pronoun to use. What
makes Krazy Kat special? It is certainly different from any comic strip around nowadays: Even in its time,
Krazy Kat was mainly successful due to the patronage of William Hearst, as well as the praise of such
well-known figures as e. This particular volume covers the Sunday strips of the latter part of and all of , the
first period in which Krazy Kat was in color. Despite some obvious errors by the original publishers seventy
years ago - such as times when Ignatz is blue or green - Krazy Kat works as well in color as in
black-and-white. Although interesting, you can skip this stuff if you want and go straight to the comics: Krazy
Kat is kompletely kaptivating! The new color format has been digitally cleaned for sharp appearance - better
than the original strips - and harvests a wealth of Krazy Kat and non-Kat materials from Herriman archives
from The cat takes the bricks as a sign of love, however. A dog Offisa Pupp is in love with Krazy and tries to
protect him-her-it from the mouse and the bricks, frequently jailing the mouse. The strip has a fairly small cast
of characters, mostly animal, and the goings on take place in front of ever-shifting landscapes. The effect is
surreal: The art is probably a love it or hate it proposition. On the other hand, I know many people who
automatically exclaim "I love Krazy Kat! At any rate, the price of this full-color book is low enough to take a
risk. Personally, I love the art: The title of the book is drawn from an utterance within. There are deeper
messages, such as the law of the excluded middle, or some gentle jabs at our lack of color blindness or cultural
references that can slip by us because they are from an era now 70 years old. There are two introductions. The
other is by a fellow named Bill Blackbeard, whose efforts have saved portions of this and other strips from
oblivion and in some cases from outright destruction. His work has rescued an important part of our cultural
heritage. In addition to the introductions, there are photographs as well as reproductions of beautiful Herriman
water colors featuring his characters and backgrounds. The book was put together very conscientiously - even
lovingly. The Golden Age has turned to dross! Anyhow, language and imagination all worked together in a
desert landscape with Turner skies above and some of the most marveous comic characters walking the sands
below. The stories, the characters, the art, the dialogue - there is no better newspaper comic strip than Krazy
The Best in Comics is still George Herriman By Scott Mclay Forbes on Feb 02, This man must have been an
inspired visionary genius. HIs comics are an abundance of true brilliance. It seems that most other cartoonists
of his time were busy imitating his style. This work is still fresh and innovating, half a century and more later.
This book is a must-read. Please buy it, it is truly more than food for thought. Needed my Krazy Kat fix By M.
Frobisher on Nov 28, I bought this out of the series based on price. Not sure why they vary in price so much
from year to year. Absence of color had not served as much of a disadvantage to an artist like George
Herriman; his ability to evoke original moods and atmospheres through a masterful use of black and white
areas certainly made him stand out in any case. Once color did make its entrance on the Sunday-page of June
1, , however, he proved well prepared for the task, as he allowed his art and characters to sink in with the
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colors, relying more on open, white areas than before and less cross-hatching. Coconino County experiences
yet another, albeit much smaller change during this season. On the very first Sunday-page of this collection,
Herriman introduces a new character, whose name reveals his nature; "The Growler" is a bandit in lack of any
sort of redeeming quality. He is possibly the most one-dimensional recurring character that Herriman ever
inhabited his universe with, and as such gives the artist several opportunities for new ideas. Although Ignatz
forever remained a cynical and unsentimental, perhaps even sadistic pest of a mouse, he does consider Offisah
Pupp a genuine threat, and is able to escape the law only through manipulation or lying. The Growler, by
contrast, cold-bloodedly knocks Pupp cold whenever he may feel like it, and Pupp is unable to do anything
about the situation. Thus Pupp is proven to be incompetent and a coward -- which we have always known this
to be the case, of course, but never before has it been demonstrated so bluntly, as Pupp is deprived of any
opportunity to even slightly restore his image. Thankfully to the "Offisah," Growler essentially disappears
after a few weeks. Other than the introduction of color and a new character, Coconino County remains pretty
much the same. His characters, landscapes and "lengwiddge" remain thoroughly delightful, year by year; I
find it impossible to tire of this strip. It is truly funny as well, though new readers should not except to fully
grasp this at once; invest some time on KRAZY KAT, to let its rhythm and humor grow on you. I would like
to mention some personal favorites from this volume, such as the instance where Offisah Pupp asks an ostrich
for help in order to get sinful Ignatz down from a pole, but in my words these strips would likely sound odd at
best Check it out for yourself, and enjoy. Krazy Kat in glorious Kolor!!! By Ewomack on Nov 11,
Fantagraphics has proven its fortitude yet again. Add to that, this volume presents Krazy Kat completely in
Krazy Kolor. The strip ran in color from until , its final year. Sadly, as the introduction says, only two
newspapers carried the strip through the entire last leg of its journey. Suprisingly these strips still exist. And
this volume shows Fantagraphics dedication Q. It became more surreal, more esoteric, even more beautiful to
look at when the colors came out right, at least , and even more satisfying intellectually. Which, of course,
probably accounts for the plummeting circulation. Editors apparently hated it. Some have even claimed that
certain editors tried to secretly cut the strip from their papers only to receive a personal verbal lashing from
Hearst himself. So we have Hearst, who imbued certain other questionable qualities, to thank for the existence
of this volume. Here the fun continues but in color. Everything a fan expects sits between these well-designed
covers. Ignatz mouse continues to give in to his id by tossing bricks at Krazy. And Krazy continues to cherish
each skull beaning. The bittersweet, bizarre, and poetic love triangle at the heart of the strip continues
interminably as in the previous volumes. Most of the strips defy description. The color adds a new dimension.
Following five volumes of black and white fourteen including the defunct Eclipse series this volume feels a
little like the moment Dorothy opens the door to Munchkin Land in "The Wizard of Oz" and exposes a
dazzling world of color. Not only that, this volume includes a fascinating essay on a flaming controversy:
Historians have determined that Herriman had African American ancestry, but the extent that he actually
identified with the African American culture at the time remains hotly debated. The essay explores this idea in
depth. Anyone interested in this intriguing topic should definitely read this piece. In addition to the strips and
the essay the book also contains reproductions of watercolored sketches by Herriman, examples of early strips,
pictures of Herriman without his hat! All in all, Fantagraphics has pulled off another triumph with this
volume. The addition of color must have presented numerous additional challenges, but they obviously made
it through them. So, just like we have Hearst to thank for the continuation of Krazy Kat, we have
Fantagraphics to thank for preserving this amazing work of comic art in mass form. This particular edition is
in a Paperback format. It was published by Fantagraphics Books and has a total of pages in the book. To buy
this book at the lowest price, Click Here.
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Chapter 3 : Comic Strip :: Krazy Kat :: Ignatz bibliography
The Sunday Krazy Kat strip turns to full spectacular color, with a flood of rare color extras and a revelatory essay by Jeet
Heer. To ask other readers questions about Krazy and Ignatz, , please sign up. Be the first to ask a question about
Krazy and Ignatz, I really really liked.

King Features Syndicate Krazy Kat is an American newspaper comic strip by cartoonist George Herriman â€”
, which ran from to It first appeared in the New York Evening Journal, whose owner, William Randolph
Hearst, was a major booster for the strip throughout its run. Krazy nurses an unrequited love for the mouse.
Cummings, another Herriman admirer, wrote the introduction to the first collection of the strip in book form.
Though Krazy Kat was only a modest success during its initial run, in more recent years, many modern
cartoonists have cited the strip as a major influence. Contents [ show ] Overview Notice the ever-changing
backgrounds in this January 21, page as Krazy tries to understand why Door Mouse is carrying a door. Krazy
Kat takes place in a heavily stylized version of Coconino County, Arizona, with Herriman filling the page
with caricatured flora and fauna, and rock formation landscapes typical of the Painted Desert. While the local
geography is fluid, certain sites were stableâ€”and featured so often in the strip as to become iconic. A
Southwestern visual style is evident throughout, with clay-shingled rooftops, trees planted in pots with designs
imitating Navajo art, along with references to Mexican-American culture. The strip also occasionally features
incongruous trappings borrowed from the stage, with curtains, backdrops, theatrical placards, and sometimes
even floor lights framing the panel borders. The descriptive passages mix whimsical, often alliterative
language with phonetically-spelled dialogue and a strong poetic sensibility "Agathla, centuries aslumber,
shivers in its sleep with splenetic splendor, and spreads abroad a seismic spasm with the supreme suavity of a
vagabond volcano. Though the basic concept of the strip is simple, Herriman always found ways to tweak the
formula. Even self-referential humor is evident â€” in one strip, Offissa Pupp, having arrested Ignatz, berates
Herriman for not having finished drawing the jailhouse. But publishing magnate William Randolph Hearst
loved Krazy Kat, and it continued to appear in his papers throughout its run, sometimes only by his direct
order. They have no sex. Behind the newspaper, Krazy is reading and describing aloud the very same cartoon
in which they are all appearing. To shield his plans from Offissa Pupp, Ignatz hides his bricks, disguises
himself, or enlists the aid of willing Coconino County denizens without making his intentions clear. Ignatz is
married with three children, though they are rarely seen. When he throws it at her, he is arrested, but she
announces her love for him, and from that day on, he throws bricks at her to show his love for her which
would explain why Krazy believes that Ignatz throwing bricks is a sign of love. Offissa Pupp and Ignatz often
try to get the better of each other even when Krazy is not directly involved, as they both enjoy seeing the other
played for a fool. Secondary characters Beyond these three, Coconino County is populated with an assortment
of incidental, recurring characters. She is a social climber, attempting in one strip continuity to replace Pupp as
police chief. Other characters who make semi-frequent appearances are: Ignatz also has relations; his family of
look-alike mice includes his wife, Magnolia and a trio of equally unruly sons named Milton, Marshall and
Irving. Temptation follows him at every turn, and ultimately he finds a loophole to indulge his passion.
January 6, This "basement strip" grew into something much larger than the original cartoon. It became a daily
comic strip with a title running vertically down the side of the page on October 28, and a black and white
full-page Sunday cartoon on April 23, Despite its low popularity among the general public, Krazy Kat gained
a wide following among intellectuals. Mencken , and Jack Kerouac. Though the number of newspapers
carrying it dwindled in its last decade, Herriman continued to draw Krazy Katâ€”creating roughly 3,
cartoonsâ€”until his death in April the final page was published exactly two months later, on June Hearst
promptly canceled the strip after the artist died, because, contrary to the common practice of the time, he did
not want to see a new cartoonist take over. Krazy Kat Bugolist silent. The earliest Krazy Kat shorts were
produced by Hearst in In , after a two-year hiatus, the John R. Bray studio began producing a second series of
Krazy Kat shorts. In , animation pioneer Bill Nolan decided to bring Krazy to the screen again. Nolan intended
to produce the series under Associated Animators, but when it dissolved, he sought distribution from Margaret
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J. Unlike earlier adaptations, Nolan did not base his shorts on the characters and setting of the Herriman comic
strip. This is probably due to the fact that Nolan himself was a former employee of the Pat Sullivan studio. By
late , they were solely in charge. Mintz , slowly began assuming control of the operation. In , he moved the
staff to California and ultimately changed the design of Krazy Kat. The new character bore even less
resemblance to the one in the newspapers. However, Klein was "terribly disappointed" with the resulting
cartoon, and the Mickey-derivative Krazy returned. The cartoons were initially televised interspersed with
Beetle Bailey some of which were also produced by Artransa and Snuffy Smith cartoons to form a half-hour
TV show. The King Features shorts were made for television and have a closer connection to the comic strip;
the backgrounds are drawn in a similar style, and Ignatz and Offissa Pupp are both present. Jay Livingston and
Ray Evans did the music for most of the episodes. All five issues were drawn by cartoonist John Stanley , best
known for his Little Lulu comic books. Krazy is male in this version of the strip. Chronology of formats The
strip went through several format changes during its run, each of which impacted the artwork and the
narratives that the form of the strip could accommodate. What follows are the landmarks, which can also help
to date the era of a given strip. Strip is not sectioned off, but a detail at the bottom of the panels. First brief run
of Krazy and I. Mouse standalone strips probably as a replacement to The Family Upstairs. Also, the
characters briefly take over the strip for a couple of periods in at least once, while the Dingbats are "on
holiday" in July Krazy Kat debuts as a five-panel daily vertical strip which runs down the side of a full
comics page. This remains its daily format until sometime in March 4, â€” October 30, Herriman is
constrained to a more conventional daily horizontal format containing three equal split sections, with the
center section further split in two. This allows the strip to be run full page, half page or a third of a page,
according to editorial whim. January 7, â€” March 11, In the New York Journal, 10 weeks of Saturday
full-page color strips, in addition to the ongoing Sunday full page black-and-white strips. In other words, two
original full-page strips every week. This is then canceled due to its lack of noticeable commercial success,
compared to the new Saturday color sections in out-of-town Hearst papers which contained no Krazy Kat. Full
page Sunday strips cease entirely, for roughly a year. Final Sunday strip published. Legacy In , Krazy Kat was
rated 1 in a Comics Journal list of the best American comics of the 20th century; the list included both comic
books and comic strips. The Comic Art of George Herriman, cites it as his "foremost influence. Schulz [41]
and Will Eisner [42] both said that they were drawn towards cartooning partly because of the impact Krazy
Kat made on them in their formative years. Chris Ware admires the strip, and his frequent publisher,
Fantagraphics , is currently reissuing its entire run in volumes designed by Ware which also include
reproduction of Herriman miscellanea, some of it donated by Ware. Also, in the Garfield TV special Garfield:
His 9 Lives , Garfield plays a stunt double for Krazy Kat. However, owing to the difficulty of tracking down
high-quality copies of the original newspapers, no plans for a comprehensive collection of Krazy Kat strips
surfaced until the s. The intent was to eventually reprint every Sunday Krazy Kat, but this planned series was
aborted when Eclipse ceased business in Beginning in , Fantagraphics resumed reprinting Sunday Krazy Kats
where Eclipse left off; in , their tenth release completed the run with Kitchen Sink Press , in association with
Remco Worldservice Books, reprinted two volumes of color Sunday strips dating from to ; but like Eclipse,
they collapsed before they could continue the series. The and books skipped a small number of strips, which
have now been reprinted by Comics Revue. Comics Revue has also published all of the daily strips from
September 8, through December 31, Fantagraphics come out with a one-shot reprint of daily strips from s and
s in , and plans a more complete reprinting of the daily strip in the future. Although it contains over strips,
including many color Sundays, it is light on material from to Krazy Kat Introduction by e. A Classic from the
Golden Age of Comics , An entirely different compilation of dailies and Sundays, with examples from the
entire run of the stripâ€”including 23 "Dingbat Family" bottom strips. Inside cover claims inaccurately that
they are from The 5-issue magazine also features other Herriman strips. Hyperion Press The Family Upstairs:
Eclipse Comics "Krazy and Ignatz: Each of these volumes reprints a year of Sunday strips. ISBN Vol 2: ISBN
Vol 3: The Limbo of Useless Unconsciousness strips. ISBN Vol 4: Howling Among the Halls of Night strips.
ISBN Vol 5: Pilgrims on the Road to Nowhere strips. ISBN Vol 6: Sure As Moons is Cheeses strips. ISBN
Vol 7: ISBN Vol 8: Inna Yott On the Muddy Geranium strips.
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Chapter 4 : Comic Strip :: George Herriman :: Archives :: Krazy Kat
Krazy & Ignatz "A Wild Warmth of Chromatic Gravy" (Krazy Kat) by George Herriman The Sunday Krazy Kat strip turns
to full spectacular color, with a flood of rare color extras and a revelatory essay by Jeet Heer.

Paperback Verified Purchase Fantagraphics has proven its fortitude yet again. Add to that, this volume
presents Krazy Kat completely in Krazy Kolor. The strip ran in color from until , its final year. Sadly, as the
introduction says, only two newspapers carried the strip through the entire last leg of its journey. Suprisingly
these strips still exist. And this volume shows Fantagraphics dedication Q. It became more surreal, more
esoteric, even more beautiful to look at when the colors came out right, at least , and even more satisfying
intellectually. Which, of course, probably accounts for the plummeting circulation. Editors apparently hated it.
Some have even claimed that certain editors tried to secretly cut the strip from their papers only to receive a
personal verbal lashing from Hearst himself. So we have Hearst, who imbued certain other questionable
qualities, to thank for the existence of this volume. Here the fun continues but in color. Everything a fan
expects sits between these well-designed covers. Ignatz mouse continues to give in to his id by tossing bricks
at Krazy. And Krazy continues to cherish each skull beaning. The bittersweet, bizarre, and poetic love triangle
at the heart of the strip continues interminably as in the previous volumes. Most of the strips defy description.
The color adds a new dimension. Following five volumes of black and white fourteen including the defunct
Eclipse series this volume feels a little like the moment Dorothy opens the door to Munchkin Land in "The
Wizard of Oz" and exposes a dazzling world of color. Not only that, this volume includes a fascinating essay
on a flaming controversy: Historians have determined that Herriman had African American ancestry, but the
extent that he actually identified with the African American culture at the time remains hotly debated. The
essay explores this idea in depth. Anyone interested in this intriguing topic should definitely read this piece. In
addition to the strips and the essay the book also contains reproductions of watercolored sketches by
Herriman, examples of early strips, pictures of Herriman without his hat! All in all, Fantagraphics has pulled
off another triumph with this volume. The addition of color must have presented numerous additional
challenges, but they obviously made it through them. So, just like we have Hearst to thank for the continuation
of Krazy Kat, we have Fantagraphics to thank for preserving this amazing work of comic art in mass form.
Chapter 5 : Comic Strips (Page 3) - theinnatdunvilla.com
The core premise is simple: Krazy Kat is an effeminate, dreamy, sensitive and romantic feline of indeterminate gender
hopelessly in love with rude, crude, brutal, mendacious, thoroughly scurrilous Ignatz Mouse.

Chapter 6 : Krazy Kat | Hey Kids Comics Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Krazy Kat (also known as Krazy & Ignatz in some reprints and compilations) is an American newspaper comic strip by
cartoonist George Herriman (), which ran from to

Chapter 7 : Series :: Krazy & Ignatz
The heretofore black-and-white Sunday Krazy Kat returned in full spectacular color in June , collected here from then
through , with a flood of rare color extras and a revelatory essay by Jeet Heer.

Chapter 8 : Krazy & Ignatz â€œA Wild Warmth of Chromatic Gravyâ€• â€“ Now Read This!
Find great deals on eBay for krazy & ignatz. Shop with confidence.

Chapter 9 : Comic Strip Library - Digital Collection of Classic Comic Strips
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This particular volume covers the Sunday strips of the latter part of and all of , the first period in which Krazy Kat was in
color. Despite some obvious errors by the original publishers seventy years ago - such as times when Ignatz is blue or
green - Krazy Kat works as well in color as in black-and-white.
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